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Welcome to
Agricultural Lore
Introduction by Vivienne Williams
Welcome to the Spring Edition of
Agricultural Lore.

R

eflecting on the last 3 months since we sent out the
Winter edition of Agricultural Lore, it is difficult to
comprehend the change; with Brexit finally done and the
Agriculture and Environment Bills back on track, in February
we were at last moving on from years of stagnation. Little did
we know what was around the corner!
That said, within hours of the first suggestion of lockdown,
we had over 500 lawyers and staff logging in from home with
remarkably few IT challenges. The Agriculture team has been
busier than ever and online meetings have become the norm.

Vivienne Williams
Partner
vivienne.williams@michelmores.com
0117 906 9302

What is crystal clear is that, as move on from this phase,
the efficiencies we have found working and communicating
with clients and other professionals online, call into question
the need for face to face meetings in all, but essential
circumstances. It is far more efficient and sustainable to be
working online, than sitting in a traffic jam on the M6! It will
be interesting to see how the provision of professional services
develops, when coronavirus is a distant memory.

Harriet Grimes explains the new biodiversity net gain
proposals, contained in the Environment Bill and Seema Nanua
and I consider the Court’s approach to division of the farm,
when family relations break down.
With a reminder of inheritance tax changes, MEES
requirements and advice on signing wills in a lockdown, we
end with our Learning the law slot on metal detecting and our
Spring quiz, which, topically, poses various coronavirus-related
questions.

At the beginning of April we were delighted to welcome a
new partner, Daniel Eames, to our team. Daniel is a very well
respected and experienced family lawyer, with many years
of specialising in divorce and financial settlements, especially
those involving family farms and estates.
On 1st May we were also very pleased to announce that
Charlotte Razay in our team has been promoted to Senior
Associate, after successfully passing our rigorous Senior
Associate development programme.
Although coronavirus has dominated the news for the last 5
weeks, other developments have been taking place. So, with
two small exceptions, this edition of Agricultural Lore focuses
entirely on those other matters.

For further information and
Tickets to the above Webinar
Click Here

Adam Corbin kicks us off with a new stamp duty land tax
case, which sheds further light on qualifying for the mixed
use lower tax band. Ben Sharples considers a brand new
telecommunications case and three new proprietary estoppel
cases provide further insight into the enforceability of
promises.

Daniel Eames has joined Michelmores as a Partner to head up our Family team.
He is highly experienced in all aspects of family law but has particular expertise in
cases involving family farms or estates following the breakdown of relationships
(whether married or unmarried). Daniel also regularly advises farm businesses and
estates on asset protection, including the drafting of prenuptial and postnuptial
agreements, cohabitation agreements, trusts and corporate structures to protect
those business and estates from the impact of divorce or relationship breakdown.

Daniel Eames
daniel.eames@michelmores.com
DD: +44 (0) 117 906 9327
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Stamp Duty Land Tax:

“Garden or grounds” discount clarified

T

here has been a further development in the battle
between HMRC and the taxpayer on the extent to which
the reduced “mixed use” rate of Stamp Duty Land
Tax (SDLT) is available. The First Tier Tribunal in Myles-Till v
Revenue & Customs [2020] UKFTT 127 (TC) has taken the law
one step further from the position following Hyman v HMRC
(2019), which set the scene for the guidance currently found
in the tax manual.

This is an argument commonly run by case officers where,
for instance, agricultural tenancies are brought to an end
just prior to transfer, so that the land is sold with full vacant
possession. Significantly, the Tribunal Judge rejected the
argument finding:

One must, in addition, look at the use or function of the
adjoining land to decide if its character answers to the
statutory wording in s116(1) - in particular, is the land
grounds “of” a building whose defining characteristic is its
“use” as a dwelling? The emphasised words indicate that
the use or function of adjoining land itself must support
the use of the building concerned as a dwelling. For the
commonly owned adjoining land to be “grounds”, it must
be, functionally, an appendage to the dwelling, rather than
having a self-standing function.

In common with Mr Hyman, Ms Myles-Till was unsuccessful
in her appeal, with the Tribunal Judge determining that a 1.1
acre paddock sold with a three bed cottage did not make it a
‘mixed use’ property.
The decision is of interest because, whilst the outcome might
be unsurprising, the Tribunal Judge sets out more clearly how
the Tribunal will determine what land constitutes ‘grounds’ of
a property, and mostly endorses the 2019 additions to the tax
manual.

The Tribunal Judge did not accept the narrower argument
pressed by Ms Myles-Till that one should consider whether
the land in question could be detached without substantial
deprivation to the reasonable enjoyment of dwelling.

Myles-Till case facts
At the time Ms Myles-Till purchased the property, the
paddock was a separately fenced area adjacent to a modest
garden. The paddock was marketed with the dwelling, and
sold with vacant possession. Although it had been a part
of the neighbouring farm in the past, it would appear that
no evidence was offered to show that the paddock was (at
the time of sale) in agricultural or any other commercial use.
The difference in tax between a ‘mixed use’ designation and
‘residential’ was around £20,000, with interest at around
£800.

What emerges from this line of three cases is that the ideal
scenario for a successful ‘mixed use’ calculation is for the sale
to include land and/or buildings with a true commercial use,
preferably subsisting at the date of the transfer. The difficult
properties are clearly substantial country houses with parkland,
paddocks and stables, with no history of commercial use. On
the other hand, one might consider a bungalow sold with a
back yard let to a scrap metal dealer for a term exceeding the
date of transfer, to be a rather more certain bet. It is the sales
of properties in between that present the greatest challenge
and in respect of which we are most commonly asked for
advice.

The law
The law on this area is set out in my earlier article Stamp Duty
Land Tax and mixed use premises: “grounds with house for
sale?” as then developed in Hyman, as well as the new HMRC
guidance, set out in my second article Stamp Duty Land Tax:
HMRC tightens “garden or grounds” loophole.
Briefly, if HMRC can be persuaded that a part of the property
conveyed does not form the “garden or grounds”, then the
lower ‘mixed use’ calculation applies to the SDLT. The decision
in Hyman and then in Goodfellow and Goodfellow [2019]
UKFTT 750 focussed on the situation at the point of sale, and
in particular on the use to which the alleged grounds were put
at that time.
In those cases the taxpayers were unsuccessful because the
surrounding land was “occupied with the house”, meaning
it was available to the owners of the dwelling to use as
they wish, but not used for a separate purpose (such as a
commercial enterprise).
Myles-Till arguments
In Myles-Till HMRC sought to press home its advantage by
arguing that it is sufficient that the adjacent land is available
to the owners to use as they wish at the point of sale.

Adam Corbin
Partner
adam.corbin@michelmores.com
0117 906 9369
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Telecom rent
valuation: Landlord &

Ashloch case
The Ashloch case confirmed that where an operator is
occupying a site under the terms of a 1954 Act lease that is in
force when the Code commenced, then any renewal of such
lease must be in accordance with the 1954 Act and not the
Code.

Tenant Act 1954 v the Code

T

he appointment of a single joint expert (SJE) is usually
made for reasons of expediency and cost saving. That
was not the result in the unreported case of Vodafone
Enterprise UK v Portsmouth Water Limited (1) and AP Wireless
2 UK Limited (2). When a Judge describes the procedural
history of a case as “extremely depressing”, you can be
forgiven for not expecting a happy ending.

It should be noted that the Ashloch decision is subject to
appeal. The Upper Tribunal refused the application, but the
Court of Appeal has granted permission to appeal, with the
hearing to take place by April 2021.
However, Vodafone continued to try and hunt with the hare
and hounds, after the Ashloch decision, by maintaining that
although the valuation should be a 1954 Act one, the SJE
should take account of the Code. The Judge did not like this
“tale of obfuscation and shifting sands” and determined
that the SJE had asked a simple question as to
which statute should govern the valuation.

Expert valuation instruction
The SJE was tasked to determine the rent payable for a
telecommunications mast and the parties were to
agree a joint letter of instruction. The letter
confirmed that the rent was to be assessed
on the basis of a lease granted under
sections 24 and 34 of the Landlord &
Tenant Act 1954 (“1954 Act”).

Criticism of Vodaphone
The criticism levelled at Vodafone
is that there should have been an
unequivocal acceptance of the
application of the 1954 Act to
the valuation, albeit that Code
comparables would be relevant,
but considered alongside non
Code comparables. The SJE would
consider the evidence provided and
make the appropriate adjustments to
such comparables, in the usual manner.

Unsurprisingly, the claimant
operator, Vodafone had a very
different take on what this meant
when compared to the original
landowner (Portsmouth Water) and
current site lessee (AP Wireless).
Vodafone argued that the lease
renewal should be in accordance with
the new Electronic Communications
Code (“Code”), whereas AP Wireless
maintained that the 1954 Act was the relevant
statutory authority.

It was Vodafone’s failure to distinguish between
valuation methodology and where comparable
evidence might be sought, which set the hare running in this
case. Vodafone’s solicitors stated in open correspondence that
the valuation must be based on the Code, which was plainly
wrong. The defendant’s solicitors distinguished the statutory
legal basis of valuation and adjusted Code comparables, but
their correct analysis was rejected by Vodafone and a hearing
was required.

Legal guidance
The SJE sought guidance from the parties. The Judge
observed that this was an issue that was capable of being
resolved simply and straightforwardly, in a cost proportionate
manner. The legal representatives should have discussed this
and then informed the SJE accordingly. This did not happen.

Hearing outcome

Vodafone’s solicitors responded to the SJE without consulting
with the defendant’s solicitors, which the Judge regarded
as surprising. However, CPR 35.8 (2) confirms that a party
may instruct a SJE unilaterally, but those instructions must be
copied to the other parties involved.

The hearing was to determine the second defendant’s
application that the SJE proceed with a 1954 Act valuation.
Vodafone argued that there was no need for an order from
the Court, because the jointly agreed instructions already
instruct the SJE to value in accordance with the 1954 Act.

Vodafone’s response was “the figure should be based on new
Code consideration as that is the Section 34 rent that should
be set.” It should be appreciated that these letters were
written before the Upper Tribunal handed down its decision in
CTIL v Ashloch Limited (1) and AP Wireless II (UK) Limited (2)
(“Ashloch Case”) on 8 November 2019.

The Judge did not accept this and granted the second
defendant’s application. The confusion had been caused
by Vodafone and their failure to clearly state that the
valuation methodology was that of the 1954 Act, but Code
comparables would be relevant.

Ben Sharples
Definitive judicial guidance as to how Code rents should be
assessed is still awaited and the substantive hearing in this
Partner
case is due to take place later this year.
ben.sharples@michelmores.com
0117 906 9303
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Proprietary Estoppel:

Two cases – two different outcomes
Since Davies v Davies, which started in 2014, we have seen a steady stream of proprietary estoppel decisions from the courts.
We now have two new decisions; two farming families, promises alleged, but very different outcomes.

Guest v Guest

Horsford v Horsford

I

O

n our Summer Edition 2019 of Agricultural Lore we reported
on the High Court decision in Guest v Guest [2019]. The
judge ordered a clean break, due to the bad blood in
the family, which meant that Andrew's (the son's) interest
in the farm was accelerated and that inevitably the farm
would have to be sold by his parents to satisfy the order. The
parents appealed the decision, however, the Court of Appeal
dismissed the appeal.

n 12 March 2020 the High Court handed down a
judgement in the case of Horsford v Horsford [2020].
This decision highlighted the importance of regularly
updating written records of agreements between family
members, concerning the intended future ownership of family
assets.
The claimant, Marian Horsford, was in partnership with her
son Peter. A written partnership agreement had been entered
into in 2012. The partnership agreement included a clause
which said that a partner could retire by notice, and that the
remaining partners had the option to purchase the share of
the outgoing partner. On Marion's retirement, Peter elected
to exercise the option.

Avoid an unconscionable result
The appeal was brought on the basis that the judge had
gone too far in his approach to compensation for Andrew.
In proprietary estoppel cases there is broad discretion for the
judge to do what is necessary to avoid an unconscionable
result. The Court of Appeal agreed that the objective of the
remedy was to avoid a result which was unconscionable and
that the High Court was correct in its approach.

Estoppel v written agreement
There were various issues that the Court was asked to
determine. In particular, Peter asserted that he owed his
mother nothing following her retirement, as he had the
benefit of a proprietary estoppel claim. He argued that
assurances had been made to him from a young age that
he would receive the family farm on his parents' death. He
claimed to have relied on those assurances to his detriment.
He claimed that he had not waived his proprietary estoppel
rights by signing the partnership agreement, as he was not
aware of his proprietary estoppel rights until after Marion had
retired from the partnership.

Andrew's parents had provided their son with assurances for
over 30 years that he would inherit a sufficient interest in the
farm, which Andrew had relied upon for little financial return.
By repudiating that assurance and effectively disinheriting
Andrew, they had acted unconscionably. The judge in the
previous decision found that a clear enough assurance
had been made and it had been relied upon by Andrew to
his detriment. The judge at the appeal also looked at the
alternative remedies proposed by the parents, to avoid an
unconscionable result, but held that these would not satisfy
this.

The judge did not accept that a proprietary estoppel had
arisen in Peter's favour. He did not accept that the alleged
assurances had been made to Peter, as well as finding that
Peter had been well remunerated as a result of his decision to
farm with his parents, so had suffered no detriment.

Acceleration of share
It was also argued that the judge shouldn’t have accelerated
the interest to Andrew, as his original expectation was that
he would inherit on the death of his parents. This was not
accepted. The judge has wide discretion to balance a number
of factors, which, in this case, included the fact that the
parties could not continue to work and live together in close
proximity.

Estoppel rights extinguished
Interestingly though, the Court held that even if the
requirements for a proprietary estoppel claim had been made
out, those rights had been extinguished by the partnership
agreement. The 'contractual estoppel' therefore would have
trumped the 'proprietary estoppel.' The Court reiterated that
where a person has rights in respect of property, and then
enters into a contract, which is inconsistent with those rights,
that person is estopped from asserting those earlier rights.

It was considered that although an immediate sale would
prejudice the parents in some ways, it would also release
capital to fund their retirements. Clean break solutions are
a foreseeable outcome to proprietary estoppel cases, where
a breakdown in relations has occurred and the judge cited
previous case law (including Moore v Moore [2018]) to
demonstrate this.
Hannah Drew
Solicitor
hannah.drew@michelmores.com
0117 906 9351

Rajvinder Kaur
Solicitor
rajvinder.kaur@michelmores.com
0117 906 9352
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Environment Bill: Biodiversity Net Gain proposals
offer new opportunities for rural landowners

T

Maintaining biodiversity

he Government’s re-introduced Environment Bill (Bill),
introduces a mandatory requirement for Biodiversity Net
Gain (BNG) in the planning system. The National Planning
Policy Framework 2019 already requires local planning
authorities to seek to minimise impacts on biodiversity and
provide net gains where possible, but there is currently no
standardised approach.

Under the Bill, developers will have to guarantee to maintain
biodiversity gains for a period of at least 30 years and
longer term protection will be encouraged. It is proposed
that developers will sign up to conditions or obligations, or
the landowner will be required to enter into legally binding
‘conservation covenants’, designed to give assurance that
compensatory habitats will be maintained.

The principle of BNG forms part of the government’s ‘25
Year Plan to Improve the Environment’ with an aim to leave
the natural environment in a measurably better state than
beforehand. The new Bill will require developers
(subject to limited exceptions) to provide a
mandatory 10% BNG, compared against
a pre-development baseline, in respect
of all new development under the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990
(TCPA 1990), that results in the loss
or degradation of habitat.

Mitigating a net loss of biodiversity
If a developer is unable to mitigate biodiversity
net loss on site, it will be required to pay
a cash tariff on the shortfall against net
gain obligations. Meeting this gain by
off-site provision is intended to be
a last resort, however in practice
a 10% gain may be difficult to
achieve on some sites and this
should be recognised. Under the
proposals, this payment should
ideally go towards local offsite projects, but if these are not
available, then the developer may be
able to buy ‘biodiversity units’ provided
by the Government.

The Bill proposes a new Schedule
to the TCPA 1990, which requires
applicants, as part of their planning
application, to gain local authority
approval of a ‘biodiversity gain
plan’. This plan must include steps
to minimise the adverse effect of the
development on biodiversity and details of
pre and post-development biodiversity values
of the onsite habitat.

Opportunities for rural landowners
We await Government clarification as to how a system of
biodiversity credits will operate, however, there is potential
under this system for farmers to deliver the net gain, by
providing biodiversity units on their land. These could be sold
to those developments, which are unable to deliver on-site
provision. If a system of biodiversity credits is to operate
successfully for farmers, payment undoubtedly needs to offer
incentive and funds must be available for the duration of the
contract, for the unit to be managed effectively for nature
conservation.

Measuring biodiversity
To measure biodiversity value for a planning application,
DEFRA has produced a metric, which scores different habitat
types according to a predetermined biodiversity value. This
value is then adjusted depending on the condition and
location of the habitat. The predicted biodiversity gain is
then calculated in the same way, adding-in new biodiversity
elements and new components, relating to risks associated
with the development.

Even though BNG is not yet a national mandatory
requirement , several local authorities have already updated
planning documents. For example, Cornwall Council is
already applying a 10% net gain requirement on all major
planning applications. At the time of writing, they are
working on proposals for cases where off-site compensation is
appropriate.

The NFU has raised concern with the use of a metric, in
isolation, in relation to the pre-development baseline and
agricultural land. Specifically that ‘normal farm business
decisions around cropping on land should not be deemed
intentional degradation of habitat’ and ‘farmers who are
already delivering good environmental outputs should not
be penalised by the way the metric is applied’. We await the
Government’s response on this issue.

The Environment Bill is now with a Public Bill Committee,
which should report to the House of Commons by 5 May
2020.

Harriet Grimes
Associate
harriet.grimes@michelmores.com
01392 687545
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In Brief:

Illegality defence under
the spotlight

EPC April deadline for most
existing residential lettings

T

T

he case of Day v Womble Bond Dickinson [2020] provides
an interesting insight into the use of the illegality defence
in a negligence claim against solicitors.

he Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards (MEES) came
into force on 1 April 2018 and applied to certain
residential and commercial tenancies granted after that
date. Its effect was to prohibit any new tenancy being granted
with an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rating below
"E".

Mr Day was fined £450,000 by the Crown Court and ordered
to pay costs of £457,317 for cutting down 43 trees in a site of
special scientific interest (SSSI). Mr Day had been represented
by Womble Bond Dickinson ("Womble") in these proceedings.

From 1st April 2020 most existing residential tenancies are
now caught by the MEES. Paragraph 23(2)(b) of the MEES
provides that a landlord of a residential property, required by
law to have a MEES certificate, must not continue to let the
property if it falls below the minimum standard (E).

Following conviction, Mr Day sued Womble for their allegedly
negligent failures to raise a further argument or to advise Mr
Day to have his case heard in the Crown Court rather than the
Magistrates Court (where the maximum fine would have been
£40,000). Mr Day claimed damages against Womble for loss
of chance of acquittal, his additional costs and expenses and
the fines and adverse costs imposed.

In these circumstances the landlord must make necessary
improvements to bring the property up to the required
standard. Those works are, however, subject to a spending
cap of £3,500 + VAT, so if the works required amount to more
than that cap, the landlord can register an exemption which
lasts 5 years.

Womble was successful in having the claim struck out on the
basis that Mr Day was using the civil court to obtain benefits
from his own wrongful conduct (known as the Illegality
defence or ex turpi causa) and that the claim was a collateral
attack on the criminal court's decision. Mr Day appealed.

If a landlord has already obtained an EPC for a dwelling, which
is below grade E, but at the time it was obtained, the MEES
did not apply, so he was not required to bring the dwelling
up to grade E, that landlord must now carry out those
improvement works to comply with the MEES (subject to the
spending cap mentioned above).

Appeal decision
The Court of Appeal upheld the decision in part, finding that
a civil court could not compensate Mr Day for a punishment
imposed for his criminal act. Furthermore, Mr Day's attempts
to use the civil courts to find that his conviction should not
have occurred was found to be an abuse of process. However,
whilst finding that the fine and costs ordered by the criminal
court could not be undone, the court reluctantly found that it
was open to Mr Day to pursue his claim in relation to his own
costs, which he claimed were higher than they should have
been due to Womble's negligence.

New tenancies affected
The MEES set out which types of tenancies are affected and
there are some very limited exceptions. For some residential
tenancies, including Rent (Agriculture) Act 1976 tenancies and
Assured Agricultural Occupancies, granted before the relevant
EPC regulations came into force, it is possible that the MEES
requirements do not apply, but this should be assessed on an
individual case basis.

Warnings from the case

Exemptions

This case is a reminder of the severity of criminal penalties
and a warning to those being prosecuted that they should
explore all possible defences and ensure they are happy with
the advice they receive, as the civil courts are unlikely to be
sympathetic to an argument that a conviction was made only
due to negligent legal representation.

There are certain exemptions available to landlords, facing
the need to carry out upgrading works to dwellings, such
as third party consent that is required, but not provided and
the property likely to be devalued as a result of the required
works.

Michelmores' Agriculture team advise on both alleged
breaches of environmental regulations and negligence claims
relating to rural and agricultural matters.

Penalties for non-compliance
Penalties for non-compliance of the MEES regulations range
from a fine of £5000 up to £30,000, depending on the
rateable value of the property and how long the breach lasts.

Jake Rostron
Trainee Legal Executive
jake.royston@michelmores.com
0117 906 9305

Rob Bailey
Solicitor
rob.bailey@michelmores.com
0117 906 9369
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Jointly owned land: Partnerships, family breakdowns

and the Courts discretion

We have seen two recent court decisions which have shed light on some of the difficult issues which can arise when family
members jointly own land and relationships breakdown and where the parties have not agreed how assets will be handled.

Kingsley v Kingsley

The Appeal Court rejected Roger's Estate's argument that the
Judge below had not considered relevant factors; including
the Estate's argument that allowing a circumvention of an
open market sale might yield a windfall over and above
experts' opinions of value, stating as follows:

F

irst we have Kingsley v Kingsley [2020], the High Court
decision of which we covered in an earlier edition of
Agricultural Lore (see Partnership dissolution: Is an open
market disposal the only option?).

"39. It is…apparent that the judge had all the relevant
factors in mind and came to his conclusion that he could
"arrive at a price with sufficient accuracy to reduce the
risks of [Roger's Estate] not receiving proper value for
[the] interest in the Farm Land" (paragraph 100(c)). He is
effectively saying that the risks were not great enough to
make the exercise ostensibly unfair.

The late Roger Kingsley farmed in partnership with his sister,
Sally Kingsley over land which they owned jointly. There
was no formal agreement governing the occupation by the
partners of the jointly owned land: effectively they occupied
under licence, with no licence fee paid by the partnership
business. The land was not partnership property.

Valuation threshold argument

Roger's executors applied for the partnership to be dissolved
and for an order for the sale of the land. The High Court
considered two issues following the death of Roger:
•

•

Roger's Estate also sought to transpose the requirement that
trustees must obtain best value for trust assets, to the exercise
of the Court's discretion under TOLATA. It was argued that a
"valuation threshold" existed and until that was
crossed, the Court's discretion to make an
order for sale and assess the price was
limited. The Court of Appeal drew upon
previous authorities to point out that
the discretion was actually much
broader, and that the Court was
not so confined. In this regard, the
Judges probably took into account
that the land had been farmed by
the family for generations and Sally
wished to continue this.

First, the question of whether a joint owner of land
(and surviving partner) has the first right to
buy out their fellow owner before it is
sold on the open market; and
Secondly, whether occupation rent
was payable by the partnership
for occupation by a remaining
partner of the land following
dissolution of a partnership.

High Court decision
The High Court Judge ordered
that Sally should have a two month
window to purchase Roger's Estate's
share in the land, at a price he fixed by
reference to the expert evidence provided
by each party. The Judge also found that
Sally did not owe an occupation rent to Roger's
Estate, but instead found that the partnership remained
in occupation of the land, as a gratuitous licensee, until it was
wound up.

Occupation rent
Roger's Estate was more successful in
attacking the finding that Sally did not owe
an occupation rent to Roger's Estate. The Court
of Appeal did not agree with the High Court, but took
a fresh approach, noting that Sally had acknowledged she had
exclusive occupation of the land, for her own benefit and that
a rent was properly due.

The Court of Appeal

The Court of Appeal acknowledged the decision in Lie v
Mohile [2014] which established the presumption that, after
a dissolution, a partnership had an implied licence to continue
to occupy the land under the implied licence which it had
had pre-dissolution, until it was wound up or a receiver was
appointed. However, in distinguishing this case the Court
found that Sally had occupied the land for her own benefit
since Roger's death (rather than for the purposes of winding
up the partnership) and an occupation rent was payable.

Roger's Estate appealed both of these orders. The Court of
Appeal considered four grounds of appeal.
Order for sale & the Court's discretion
The Court of Appeal upheld the High Court decision to give
Sally an option to buy Roger's Estate's interest in the land.
The Court emphasised the fact that it had a broader discretion
when making a decision under section 15 Trusts of Land and
Appointment of Trustees Act 1996 (TOLATA) than ordering a
sale under section 39 of the Partnership Act 1890.

The Estate was entitled to an occupation rent from the date of
Roger's death, and the usual 5% of partnership capital since
dissolution under section 42 of the Partnership Act 1890.
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Martin v Martin

T

he second case was not a partnership dispute, but
concerned land inherited jointly by two brothers. In the
High Court case of Martin v Martin [2020], the Court
was required to decide what should happen to jointly owned
agricultural land following another case of a breakdown in
family relationships.
The facts
John Martin and David Martin are brothers, who jointly
owned 7 parcels of unregistered land in Nottinghamshire. The
land had been in the Martin family for generations and the
brothers had most recently inherited the land from their late
father. John and David held the land on an express trust for
sale created in 1994 as tenants in common.

In the past, the brothers had sold some of the land inherited
from their father and some of the land was let out to generate
income. In or around 2005, however, John and David came to
have "irreconcilable and fundamentally divergent views" on
the historical and future management and plans for the land.

Commentary

In summary:-

The decision reached in Martin appears to be a very logical
and practical decision – where the Judge opted for a "clean
break" solution to avoid further conflict down the line. It is
likely that the express trust for sale and existence of a "special
purchaser" played a big part in this case. Whether the same
decision would have been reached in absence of that is a
matter for further case law.

•

Lessons from these cases

This ultimately led to a break down in relationship between
the brothers and John sought an order from the court under
s7 and s14 of TOLATA for sale of part of the land and partition
of the remaining parcels.

•

John wanted parcels 3-7 to be sold to a "special
purchaser", who was willing to pay £845,000 for
this land; significantly more than the market value of
£330,000. He proposed that the remaining two parcels be
partitioned; with parcel 1 going to David and parcel 2 to
himself.

More generally, what is clear from both decisions is that the
Court has a very wide discretion to make an order for sale or
partition of land under TOLATA and that is not limited to the
factors listed in s15. The fact that land has been owned by a
family for generations will not always be persuasive.

David, however, wanted the land to be retained by the
Martin family and used to create, in part, a "wildlife
haven" – and proposed to the Court that the land simply
be partitioned between the brothers (which included
David getting parcel 2 - contrary to John's wishes).

The circumstances of the Kingsley case and the dispute which
unfolded is seen all too often with family farming partnerships
in practice and serves as a sober reminder of the importance
of documenting how land is held and what is to happen on
the dissolution of a partnership or on the occurrence of other
events. Had both families addressed their respective issues
earlier in the relationship and subsequently reviewed their
arrangements on a regular basis, they might have avoided the
very considerable costs of these disputes.

The decision
1. Sale of the land – The court was not convinced that John
and David intended to retain the land in the Martin family
and preserve it as a wildlife haven; especially given the
historic use of the same. Noting this and taking into
account the factors in Section 15 of TOLATA, the express
trust for sale, and the existence of a "special purchaser"
who was willing to pay above market value for the land,
the Court ordered that parcels 3-7 should be sold to that
purchaser for £845,000.

Vivienne Williams
Partner
vivienne.williams@michelmores.com
0117 906 9302

2. Partition - The court also recognised the need for a "clean
break" between the brothers. With that in mind and
acknowledging David's desire to retain some of the land
in the family, the Court ordered than parcels 1 and 2 be
partitioned (rather than sold) in the manner proposed
by John (with a balancing payment for the difference in
value). In reaching her decision, the Judge also considered
related factors such as adjacent land owned by the parties
and practicalities on the ground.

Seema Nanua
Solicitor
seema.nanua@michelmores.com
0117 906 9328
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In Brief: The Job Retention Scheme

A

There needs to be a written record, but the employee
does not have to provide a written response. A record
of this communication must be kept for five years."

s most readers will already be finding, the
consequences of the coronavirus pandemic are
serious and far-reaching. Virtually no business remains
unaffected.

What does this mean for employers?
Earlier in April we prepared an article highlighting some of the
coronavirus issues affecting rural businesses.

Well, it is clear that agreement to furlough needs to be
reached between employer and employee (so, not just a
unilateral notification of furlough). However, this agreement
could be verbal and then recorded in writing, most obviously
by way of a letter to the employee, which also notifies them
of the details and logistics of the furlough.

Since then, however, there have been developments on many
fronts, which are explained in our Coronavirus updates. We
highlight one change from the last week, which is particularly
relevant to rural businesses.

This will obviate the need for employers to seek, and likely
follow up on, any requested written confirmation from the
employee: something which may be even more difficult than
usual to achieve in the current circumstances.

The Job Retention Scheme: written record now needed
For weeks Government guidance on the Coronavirus Job
Retention Scheme, under which employees can be furloughed
on 80% of their pay, stated that to qualify for reimbursement,
employers only needed to "notify" employees that they were
to be placed on a period of furlough.

For a fuller explanation of this issue see COVID-19 Employment law update digest - 27 April 2020.

The Treasury then created confusion, when it published a
direction indicating that a written agreement was necessary.
Following a flurry of activity the Government guidance on this
point has been updated as follows:

"To be eligible for the grant employers must confirm
in writing to their employee confirming that they
have been furloughed. If this is done in a way that is
consistent with employment law, that consent is valid
for the purposes of claiming through the scheme.....

Rachael Lloyd
Senior Associate
rachael.lloyd@michelmores.com
01392 687526
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In Brief:

Proprietary estoppel trumps written record

T

he recent case of Wills v Sowray [2020] has provided
some useful guidance on the relationship between
section 2 of the Law of Property (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1989 ("LP(MP)A 1989") and proprietary
estoppel claims.

The Court's decision, however, was that the Claimants
had acquired property rights in equity, which could not be
defeated by the absence of a written contract.

The Court found that where a proprietary estoppel had arisen,
the fact that it was not recorded in writing was no statutory
bar to the equity being satisfied.

Concerns have been raised in the past that proprietary
estoppel could be used – particularly in commercial cases – to
circumvent the strict requirements of section 2, and that the
intention of the statute could thus be undermined.

Claiming proprietary estoppel to avoid section 2

Section 2 LP(MP)A 1989
This case provides reassurance that, where the claim is
familial in nature, this is less of a concern, because a broader
approach can be taken.

Section 2 of LP(MP)A 1989 requires contracts for the sale or
disposition of interests in land (with a few limited exceptions)
to be in writing and signed by or on behalf of both parties.

In Wills v Sowray, the Judge commented that section 2 is
intended to apply to contractual, not equitable claims, and the
law should be amended to clarify that section 2 has no effect
on estoppel cases.

The case
The case concerned a 50 acre farm near Harrogate, owned by
the Deceased. The Claimants - brothers who had been lifelong
friends of the Deceased - argued that the Deceased had
promised to leave the land to them, when he died. In fact, on
his death, because of the absence of a will, the land passed to
the Deceased's daughter who had been estranged from her
father until the last 6 years of his life.

Getting things in writing
While we generally advise that any agreements are best
documented, the outcome of this case shows that not doing
so in respect of intended transfers of land will not be an
automatic bar to a proprietary estoppel claim. That said, this
claim could have been avoided had the Deceased made a Will
in accordance with his promises.

The daughter, in defence of her statutory inheritance, argued
that where section 2 had not been complied with, the alleged
agreement to transfer land to the Claimants was void.

Helen Bray
Solicitor
helen.bray@michelmores.com
0117 3743 223
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Tax and Wills:
Residence Nil Rate Band hits
£1 Million

F

rom 6 April 2020 the Residence Nil Rate Band for
Inheritance Tax (RNRB) has now reached £175,000 per
person. This fulfils a pledge by the Conservative party in
2007 to increase the Nil Rate Band to £1m, but only for those
estates where particular conditions are met and it will not
apply to all families.
IHT is payable on death at the rate of 40% on a person’s net
estate above the "normal" Nil Rate Band of £325,000. A
surviving spouse or civil partner can also use the Nil Rate Band
of the first to die, where it was not used, to double the Nil
Rate Band to £650,000.

Coronavirus: Signing Wills
and social distancing

The RNRB started at £100,000 in 2017 and has been increased
incrementally each year by £25,000 to the current level of
£175,000. This can also be doubled for a surviving spouse or
civil partner. Where an estate qualifies for both types of nil
rate band in full there will be £500,000 available, which can
be doubled to £1m.

COVID-19 has resulted in a period of reflection and many
people looking to ensure that their affairs are brought up to
date. With social distancing measures likely to remain in place
for the foreseeable future, the valid execution of a Will has
become a challenging process.

This will benefit many families, but there also will be many
cases where the RNRB cannot be claimed. Unlike the
"normal" Nil Rate Band the following conditions apply:
•

the deceased must have had a residence at death or, at
least, have had a residence at some point after the new
rules were announced on 8 July 2015. The rules relating
to “downsizing”, where a person sells their home after
that date, are complicated but can maintain the relief.

•

the residence must be inherited by “direct descendants”,
who are defined as children, grandchildren and further
lineal descendants

•

the value of the estate does not exceed the taper
threshold of £2m. For every £2 that the value of the net
estate exceeds the threshold, the RNRB will taper by £1.

•

If the Will is not validly signed, a person's estate will be
distributed in accordance with the statutory laws of intestacy,
or the terms of a previous Will. An invalidly signed Will
is also likely to lead to additional delay and costs in the
administration of the estate, and potentially a dispute
between beneficiaries.
To ensure a Will is validly signed, it is imperative that it is
signed by the person making the Will (the testator) in front of
two "independent" witnesses. An independent witness is one
who is not related to the testator and who does not stand to
benefit under the terms of the Will. It is also a requirement
that the witnesses see the testator sign the Will and the
testator sees the witnesses sign.
Having direct sight of the testator's signature can still be
achieved at a distance of two metres and whilst taking steps
to ensure a vulnerable testator is protected. For instance,
neighbours could witness in a front garden, or even through
a house or car window, and the Will itself placed for each
person to sign without anyone coming too close. Ideally,
disposable gloves would be worn during the process to ensure
indirect contact is avoided.

It is important to note that the £2m threshold includes
assets that qualify for Agricultural or Business Property
Relief.

The increase in the Residence Nil Rate Band is welcome, but it
remains to be seen when either form of nil rate band will be
increased in future. If the bands do not keep pace with the
value of assets, IHT could be an increasing burden on families.

Should anyone wish to update their Will, we would
recommend that expert advice is taken to guide them through
the process and ensure that the document both correctly
reflects their wishes in a tax efficient manner, and is validly
signed.

Edward Porter
Partner
edward.porter@michelmores.com
0117 906 9369
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Learning the Law: Metal Detecting in the spotlight

M

etal detecting is something that anyone is lawfully
entitled to do. However, you cannot trespass to do it.

requirements of the CS agreement. If metal detecting is
allowed the Code must be followed.
Other offences from illegal searching ('nighthawking')

If land is tenanted, both the tenant’s and, in most
circumstances, the landlord’s consent must be obtained and
vice versa if it is the land owner wanting to grant someone
permission to metal detect.

•

That said there are limits to what you can do. Best practice
is to ensure that the Portable Antiquities Scheme ("PAS")
Code of Practice for Responsible Metal Detecting in England
and Wales (2017) ("Code of Practice") is followed. If not,
those metal detecting could find themselves unknowingly
committing a criminal offence.

•
•

Ancient Monument and Archaeological Areas Act
1979

Trespass – metal detecting on land without the
landowner/occupier's consent (this is a civil offence,
unless trespass is on a protected site or criminal damage is
caused).
Theft – this is a criminal offence by virtue of the Theft
Act 1968 – removing objects from land without the land
owner/occupier's permission.
Dealing in Cultural (Offences) Act 2003 – it is a criminal
offence to deal dishonestly in objects of historical,
architectural or archaeological interest if it has been
"tainted" by being excavated or removed from sites.
Treasure Act 1996: What is treasure?

The Secretary of State has the power to
designate sites of national importance.
The Ancient Monument and
Archaeological Areas Act 1979
provides the following criminal
offences in connection with metal
detecting:-

Any object, other than a coin, which
is made up of at least 10% precious
metal (gold or silver), that is at least
300 years old when found. The
exceptions to the above (which are
still treasure) are where:-

•

It is a criminal offence to
destroy or damage a scheduled
monument "knowing that it
is a protected monument" and
"intending to destroy or damage
the monument or being reckless as
to whether the monument would be
destroyed or damaged" (section 28).

•

It is a criminal offence to use a metal detector on a
protected place without the written consent from Historic
England or Cadw Wales and to remove an object located
by the use of a metal detector in a protected place
(section 42). A "protected place" is either a "scheduled
monument" or an "area of archaeological importance".

•

It is also a criminal offence to carry out unauthorised
works to a scheduled monument without the prior
consent of the Secretary of State (section 2).

Must treasure be reported?

•

•
two or more metallic objects
of prehistoric date are found in the
same find (i.e. at the same time)
then they will be deemed treasure
irrespective of their metal content;
•
two or more gold coins are found in
the same find;
• 10 or more gold coins are found in the same
find but they contain less than 10% precious metal; and
any object would previously have been a treasure trove.

Who owns treasure?
Treasure vests in the Crown, unless it is subject to someone
who can establish a prior interest.

Yes. A finding of treasure must be reported to the local
coroner within 14 days. Failure to report can lead to a fine
and/or imprisonment.

Can you metal detect on Countryside Stewardship land?

What if something other than treasure is found?

Metal detecting is not permitted on scheduled monuments,
SSSIs, and known archaeological sites on CS agreement land.

There is no legal obligation to report finds unless they are
human remains, which must be reported to the police. Best
practice is to report all finds to PAS Finds Liaison Officers.

On all other land in a CS agreement, landowners must
make sure that metal detecting does not conflict with the

Charlotte Razay
Senior Associate
charlotte.razay@michelmores.com
0117 906 9314
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Backpage quiz
The quiz this quarter is all about some issues we are commonly encountering at
the moment as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic:
1

If a landlord served a notice pursuant to section 21 of the Housing Act 1988 on 14 April 2020 (and the
tenancy agreement contained no express provision on notice periods), what was the minimum amount of
notice which could be given?

2

Can a landowner or tenant block the use of a public right of way if they provide an alternative route?

3

If a solvent business tenant with 4 years left to run on a written tenancy hands back possession of the
premises upon the basis that the pandemic has wiped out their business, do they still have to pay their
rent for the remainder of the term?

4

Does the Coronavirus Act 2020 include any provisions for the relief of AHA or ATA tenants during the
pandemic?

5

A business tenant continues to fail to pay their rent due on Lady Day, then on 25 April 2020 the tenant
seeks a licence to alter their premises. If the landlord grants the licence will that amount to a waiver of
the right to forfeit the tenancy (if the tenant continues not to pay the rent in, say, August)?

Please email your answers to: adam.corbin@michelmores.com by 31 May 2020.
Everyone who submits the correct answers will be included in a prize draw to win a bottle of sparkling
wine.
The answers will be provided and the winners announced in the next edition. Good luck!
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Backpage quiz answers
Last quarter we had a tricky set of questions based
upon some myths and areas of uncertainty commonly
encountered in practice.
Congratulations to Guy Sampson, Associate Director of
Savills, based in Berwick upon Tweed (pictured left) and
Jeremy Bell, Partner, of Greenslade Taylor Hunt, based in
Burnham on Sea (pictured right), both of whom are the
recipients of bottles of English Sparking Wine.
The questions and answers are set out below:
1

True or false, where a rent review notice has been served pursuant to Schedule 2 and section 12 of the
Agricultural Holdings Act 1986, and the other party has served a counter-notice, it can be withdrawn by
the party who served it?
False. It would be necessary for all parties to agree that the notice was null and void (or otherwise make
arrangements with the Arbitrator).

2

True or false, if a tenancy has been granted to a partner of a farming business, and the partnership start
to pay the rent, has the tenancy been re-granted to the partnership?
False. It is often the case that one party relies upon an agent to pay the rent, but without more conduct
indicating an intention to create a new lease, it is unlikely that a court will infer one has been granted to
the partnership.

3

True or false, where a lease does not specifically prohibit the tenant from sharing occupation, the tenant
will be able to share occupation with their business partners?
True. In order for a landlord to effectively prohibit sharing of occupation, the tenancy will need to
specifically clearly that sharing is prohibited (see Akici v LR Butlin Ltd [2005] EWCA Civ 1296).

4

True or false, if no record of condition is provided or agreed when a tenant takes on premises, the legal
presumption is that the premises are in good tenantable repair?
True. See Brown v Trumper [1858] 26 Beav. 11.

5

True or false, an FBT can provide for the service of notices by text only?
False, section 36 (2) (c) of the Agricultural Tenancies Act 1995 allows for the parties to agree service by
any means:

(2) A notice or other document to which this section applies is duly given to a person if—
[…]
(c) it is given to him in a manner authorised by a written agreement made, at any time before the
giving of the notice, between him and the person giving the notice.
(3) A notice or other document to which this section applies is not duly given to a person if its text is
transmitted to him by facsimile or other electronic means otherwise than by virtue of subsection (2)(c)
above.
However, the wording of the Statute appears to envisage that the parties cannot ‘contract out’ of the
methods of service set out at section 36(2) (a) [in person] or (b) left at proper address], so on balance the
answer must be false.
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